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Abstract

Most non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) methods for line drawing synthesis operate on a static shape. They are not tailored to process animated 3D models due to extensive per-frame parameter tuning needed to achieve the intended look and natural transition. This paper introduces a framework for interactive line drawing synthesis from animated 3D models based on a learned style space for drawing representation and interpolation. We refer to style as the relationship between stroke placement in a line drawing and its corresponding geometric properties. Starting from a given sequence of an animated 3D character, a user creates drawings for a set of keyframes. Our system embeds the raster drawings into a latent style space after they are disentangled from the underlying geometry. By traversing the latent space, our system enables a smooth transition between the input keyframes. The user may also edit, add, or remove the keyframes interactively, similar to a typical keyframe-based workflow. We implement our system with deep neural networks trained on synthetic line drawings produced by a combination of NPR methods. Our drawing-specific supervision and optimization-based embedding mechanism allow generalization from NPR line drawings to user-created drawings during run time. Experiments show that our approach generates high-quality line drawing animations while allowing interactive control of the drawing style across frames.

CCS Concepts

\begin{itemize}
\item Computing methodologies \rightarrow Non-photorealistic rendering; Animation; Learning latent representations;
\end{itemize}

1. Introduction

The gap between what humans and computers draw is one of the main reasons why artists are reluctant to employ NPR in their workflow. Such generative techniques could have served as a collaborative and efficient tool if they allowed for intuitive user control rather than dictating the output. For example, creating line drawings for animated shapes is tedious and hard to control, which traditionally relies on the heavy manual labor of tweeners, i.e., artists who create intermediate frames between keyframes. In this paper, we investigate how to efficiently produce a line drawing animation given a 3D sequence while allowing interactive editing of the drawings inspired by the modern 3D-based workflow. Our key observation in enabling this interactive editing pipeline is to interpret a drawing as a style for depicting the underlying geometry. Here a style captures the relationship between stroke placement and geometric properties of the underlying surface. By adopting a keyframe-based framework, we seek to develop a system that facilitates the synthesis of line drawing animations with interactive editing by propagating the style of drawings at several keyframes to all other frames.

There are numerous ways to create a drawing. Even for the same shape, people with different levels of experience for various purposes can employ distinct styles. In this work, our goal is to build an efficient animation authoring tool for line drawings with fixed stroke color and width. This is a commonly studied type of drawing in graphics literature [CGL\textsuperscript{*}08, LLM\textsuperscript{*}19, LNHK20] and what most people draw in practice. We leave the handling of other artistic choices such as hatching and stippling to future work.

Extracting line drawings from 3D geometry has been discussed under the scope of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [DFRS03, OBS04, JDA07]. However, common parameter-controlled NPR approaches fall short in a creative workflow. There may not exist a set of parameters that can generate a desired line drawing. Also, smooth transition between keyframes may not be possible since the parameters often change at target keyframes and discrete parameters are difficult to interpolate. Most NPR methods only operate on local features, while artists usually have context-dependent and more sophisticated treatment in their drawing.

In our system, we directly allow the user to create line drawings at a few keyframes. With known 3D geometry at each frame, we extract a latent style code that faithfully represents the user’s drawings at the keyframes. Our system can then synthesize line drawings at the inbetween frames from the underlying geometry by interpolating the latent style codes between the keyframes. Technically, with a given camera, we represent the geometry at each frame as a set of 2D geometric signals, e.g., normal maps, depth maps, and surface curvatures. We adopt a StyleGAN-based gener-
ator [KLA19] to produce a line drawing from a 2D feature map learned from the geometric signals and modulated by a latent style code at each frame. We train the network with synthetic line drawings generated by different NPR methods. At run time, we employ an optimization-based GAN inversion technique to map the input drawings into the latent style space.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

- A pipeline for interactive line drawing synthesis from animated 3D models, which allows users to control the synthesized style using their drawings at keyframes.
- Novel loss terms specifically designed to facilitate interpolation and style/geometry disentanglement in line drawings.
- An optimization-based embedding strategy that makes the network trained on synthetic NPR output generalize to user-created line drawings at run time.

2. Related Work

**Non-photorealistic rendering.** NPR techniques attempt to create artistic styles in contrast to photorealism. These methods usually take a 3D model as input and extract lines by examining differential properties such as surface curvatures and their derivatives. Widely used ones include suggestive contours [DFRS03], ridges and valleys [OBS04], and apparent ridges [JDA07]. Recent deep learning-based methods can produce more stylistic results [LHK21]. These results are believed to resemble drawing, but studies have shown that there is still a significant gap between what people and machines draw [WQF+21]. In particular, it is difficult to use NPR methods to produce an intended output due to the lack of intuitive control and interpolation space. This becomes more challenging for animation, which involves varying geometry over time. Animators and tweeners have to draw every single frame to create a drawing animation, with little help from digital tools. Our work aims to reduce manual labor in line drawing animation synthesis while allowing intuitive control of the generator by drawing at keyframes.

**Sketch animation.** Sketch animation can date back to rotoscoping [Fle05], where animators trace over movie images projected onto a glass panel frame by frame. Digital technologies have provided sketch animation with many new possibilities, such as systems for animating vector graphics [WNST*10, CAC22], propagating artistic styles [BC13, XWSY15], and deforming segments driven by video and physical simulation [WLPS17, SBF18]. In particular, it is beneficial to bring the 2D and 3D workflows together for more expressiveness and versatility, such as augmenting 2D sketches with 3D motion capture data and converting 2D sketches to 3D proxies [JSH09, JSMH12]. Inspired by this line of work, our system attempts to facilitate sketch animation by synthesizing sketches from a 3D animation sequence in a user-specified style at keyframes. Users can interactively edit the predicted sketches and propagate the changes to other frames similar to a previous workflow for garment animation [WSFM19].

**Style-driven image generation and embedding.** Generating rasterized drawings in 2D image space can be categorized as a sub-topic of image synthesis with control signals. A notable technique is StyleGAN [KLA19], which maps a high dimensional noise into a latent space and apply the learned latent feature as style to modulate the weights of a convolutional neural network-based generator. StyleGAN and its successors have achieved state-of-the-art performance in high-quality image synthesis. Based on the powerful generator, using a learned 2D feature map instead of a constant tensor allows explicit control over the spatial structure of a generated image [SGLT21]. Inspired by these previous efforts, we interpret a line drawing as a 3D shape presented with a specific style. We adopt a StyleGAN-based generator and initialize it with a 2D geometric feature map for geometry/style disentanglement. The inversion of generation is also useful to embed an input image into the latent space. This can be done by projecting the image into latent space via a neural network encoder [TEB20, TAN21, RAP21] or optimizing the latent code to reconstruct the target image [UVL18, AQW19, AQW20]. During training, our style encoder learns a style code, while during testing, we adopt optimization-based embedding for better generalization.

3. Methodology

With the given 3D animation sequence, our method addresses two core issues: 1) represent an line drawing as a latent style code at a keyframe, and 2) generate high-quality line drawing images with an interpolated style code for all other frames. This requires us to learn a latent space to capture the style difference between drawings. Here style refers to stroke placement on a given 3D geometry, not stroke appearance like width, color, and texture. Since the underlying geometry is known, we adopt an autoencoder-like framework to learn the latent space disentangled from geometry (Section 3.1). We then train our network on a synthetic dataset with customized loss terms that encourage the network to generate smooth transitions (Section 3.2). At run time, we adopt an optimization-based GAN inversion process on a user-created line drawing to obtain its corresponding latent representation. The learned latent space, the generator, and the keyframe embedding enable an interactive workflow for line drawing animation synthesis (Section 5).

### 3.1. Learning a Latent Style Space

We adopt an autoencoder-like framework to learn a latent style code for an input line drawing, as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, we en-
code the underlying geometry into a 2D feature map via the geometry encoder, \( E_G \), and encode the 2D line drawing into a 1D style code via the encoder, \( E_S \). We utilize a StyleGAN-based generator, \( G \), as our decoder which takes the 2D geometry feature map as input and is modulated by the 1D style code.

**Encoding geometry with GeoNet \( E_G \).** Given a 3D animation sequence, we first set camera parameters to put the character in the center of the viewpoint. We then represent the underlying geometry at each frame with a set of geometric properties. Specifically, we render 1) shading, \( N \cdot V \), where \( N \) is the normal direction in the world space and \( V \) is the view direction pointing to the camera; 2) depth map, \( \text{dep} \), distance from the surface to the camera; 3) derivative of the radial curvature, \( \partial_r \), used in suggestive contours \([DFRS03]\); 4) positive first principal curvature \( \kappa_1 \) and 5) negative first principal curvature \( \kappa_2 \), used in ridges and valleys \([OBS04]\); and 6) view-dependent curvature \( \kappa_3 \) used in apparent ridges \([JDA07]\), with a resolution of \( H \times W \). Each curvature is normalized using its 90th percentile. The geometry encoder \( E_G \) encodes the multi-channel map \( M_a \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times d} \) containing geometric properties at frame \( a \) as a tensor \( g \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 512} \):

\[
g = E_G(M_a),
\]

where \( H, W = H/16, W/16 \). We implement \( E_G(\cdot) \) with a set of convolutional neural networks for efficient 2D feature extraction.

**Encoding drawing with StyleNet \( E_S \).** We represent a line drawing as a single-channel black-and-white image at a resolution of \( H \times W \). We adopt a convolutional neural network to extract a 1D vector as style code from the input drawing. We use 1D feature vectors to represent style instead of using 2D feature maps since we do not expect to capture any spatial information. Specifically, starting from a line drawing \( I_b \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 1} \) at frame \( a \), we concatenate it with the corresponding multi-channel geometric map \( M_b \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times d} \). The combined input is then passed through our style encoder \( E_S \) to produce a latent style vector \( z \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times 1 \times 2048} \):

\[
z = E_S(I_b, M_b).
\]

Note that our training dataset is generated by NPR methods. Therefore, \( I_b \) can be labelled as \( I_{a,x} \) where \( x \) refers to a set of NPR parameters with which the line drawing is generated. We assume the drawings generated with the same NPR parameters should be the same style, so one property of our StyleNet \( E_S \) should be:

\[
E_S(I_{a,x}, M_a) = E_S(I_{b,y}, M_b),
\]

where \( a \) and \( b \) are randomly sampled frames.

**StyleGAN-based image generator \( G \).** We choose a StyleGAN-based network as our generator. The original StyleGAN architecture starts from a constant spatial tensor and utilizes a latent noise vector passed through a mapping network to demodulate intermediate layers to control the details of the generated image. Inspired by Sarkar et al. \([SGLT21]\), our generator \( G \) starts from the learned geometry feature \( g \) instead of a constant input. The intermediate layers are then demodulated by the learned style code \( z \) in forward passing. \( G \) outputs a line drawing \( I'_b \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 1} \) at frame \( a \):

\[
I'_b = G(g;z) = G(E_G(M_a);z).
\]

![Figure 2: A toy example explaining our interpolation and stroke losses. Given two line drawings \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \). Case 1 shows natural inbetweentening, i.e., gradually growing the stroke from \( I_1 \) to \( I_2 \) in a certain direction. Case 2 and Case 3 present two counterintuitive examples. In Case 2, the stroke does not follow the minimum path principle and goes beyond the range of \( I_2 \). In Case 3, the stroke grows in fragments instead of growing smoothly in a stable direction. \(|I_1 - I_2|\) and \(|I_2 - I_1|\) further highlight the differences.](image)

**3.2 Learning for Drawing Generation**

A typical image-based generator is usually trained to minimize per-pixel and perceptual differences. In our setup, the generator should also produce images that 1) look like line drawings rather than natural images, and 2) behave like real inbetweening across frames. Specifically, in addition to widely used terms like reconstruction, perceptual, and adversarial losses, we supervise our network training with 1) sparsity loss, to remove gray pixels; 2) interpolation loss, to encourage the generated image to transition smoothly between sampled positions in the latent space; 3) stroke loss, to encourage strokes at the in-between frames to grow or vanish naturally. We visually explain the loss terms in Figure 2 with an intuitive example. The details of our loss terms are as follows.

**Reconstruction loss and perceptual loss.** For a frame \( a \) in the training sequence, we have:

\[
L_{\text{recon}} = \left\| I_a - I'_b \right\|_1
\]

\[
L_{\text{percep}} = \sum_k \left\| \text{VGG}_k(I_a) - \text{VGG}_k(I'_b) \right\|_1
\]

where \( \text{VGG}_k(\cdot) \) is the \( k \)-th layer of a VGG network pre-trained on ImageNet. We expect line drawings rendered with same NPR parameters to have the same latent style code. We implement this by generating \( I'_b \) with the style code learned from another frame \( b \) rendered with the same NPR parameters \( x \), i.e., \( I'_b = G(E_G(M_b); E_S(I_{b,y}, M_b)) \). We also explicitly supervise this property with an intrinsic loss:

\[
L_{\text{intrinsic}} = \left\| z_{a,x} - z_{b,y} \right\|_2^2
\]

where \( a, b \) are randomly sampled frames, \( x \) is a set of parameters used for NPR rendering, \( z_{a,x} = E_S(I_{a,x}, M_a) \) and \( z_{b,y} = E_S(I_{b,y}, M_b) \).

**Sparsity loss.** Since our goal is to generate a line drawing with binary strokes, therefore, we adopt a sparsity loss to penalize gray pixels in the generated image:

\[
L_{\text{sparsity}} = \left\| I'_b \right\|_1
\]

**Interpolation loss.** It is not obvious to generate in-between
styles for any pair of synthetic NPR line drawings as they may use different methods. Here we propose a self-supervised loss to encourage a smooth transition between sample pairs in training:

\[
L_{\text{interp}} = \sum_{t} \| \text{VGG}_k(I'_t) - \text{VGG}_k(I_t) \|_1
\]

(9)

\[
+ \| \text{VGG}_k(I'_t) - \text{VGG}_k(I'_t) \|_1,
\]

(10)

where \(I'_t = G(E_G(M_a); z_1)\) and \(I'_t = G(E_G(M_a); z_2)\) are generated images with two different styles \(z_1\) and \(z_2\) for the same frame. \(I'_t = G(E_G(M_a); z_t)\) is generated with \(z_t = (1 - t)z_1 + tz_2\), a randomly sampled style code between \(z_1\) and \(z_2\).

**Strokeness loss.** Here we take a closer look at the growing or vanishing of a stroke during style change. A natural way should treat the stroke as a whole and elongate or shorten it in a certain direction instead of placing fragmented segments and connecting them. Therefore, we adopt a strokeness term here to encourage a continuous stroke during interpolation. Specifically,

\[
L_{\text{stroke}} = \| \text{GauSm}_{0.5}(I'_t - I'_t) \|_{0.5},
\]

(11)

where \(\text{GauSm}_{0.5}()\) is the 2D Gaussian smoothing operator with a kernel size of \(k = 7\). This is based on our observation that Gaussian smoothing produces more non-zero pixels when the pixels from the input image is more separate from each other.

**Adversarial loss.** Finally, we apply a standard adversarial loss with a discriminator \(D\) [KLA'20] when training our network.

We train our network with a combination of all the loss terms listed above with the same weight. In the supplementary material, we discuss the details of our dataset and implementation and show that the loss terms derived from prior knowledge of strokes leads to better drawing generation and interpolation.

4. **Generalization**

A systematic evaluation in terms of latent style space embedding, disentanglement between style and geometry, and style interpolation can be found in the supplementary material. Here we show how our network can generalize to unseen frames and scenarios.

**Unseen frames.** Once a network is trained, we test how well it generalizes to the unseen frames in the same animation. This happens when an animator edits the 3D animation, e.g., inserts new frames to the given sequence or updates the 3D shape at some existing frames. In Figure 3, we train a model on the first 2000 frames and apply it on the following unseen subsequence from the Human dataset. The style code is obtained from the first frame which is an edited NPR line drawing, and the style code remains the same for the entire unseen sequence. The nearest neighbors retrieved from the training dataset indicate that although the target pose is very different from the training dataset, our method generalizes well to the unseen sequence. This is particularly useful as the line drawing animation can update automatically without further manual effort.

**Unseen animation.** Training our network from scratch is time consuming due to the complexity of the architecture, especially our StyleGAN-based generator \(G\). Alternatively, once a new animation sequence is given, we can make the most use of existing models trained on previous cases. In Figure 4, we see that directly applying the model trained on another dataset performs reasonable on style embedding and line drawing reconstruction, while style interpolation generates artifacts at-in-between frames. This is because although our training NPR line drawings are generated based on local geometric features, our self-supervision losses break such locality for better line drawing generation during style interpolation. Fortunately, the pre-trained model provides a good starting point for fine-tuning. In both test cases, after 500 iterations of fine-tuning (\(\sim 7\) minutes), the produced in-between frames are getting reasonable. After 1k iterations (\(\sim 15\) minutes), the in-between frames are already very similar to the results generated by the network trained from scratch, which is supported by the decreasing error.

5. **Applications**

With the framework described above, we propose an interactive workflow for line drawing animation authoring. Starting from a 3D animation sequence, we first build our case-specific dataset using NPR methods over all frames of the sequence. With the synthetic dataset, we finetune (or train from scratch) our networks GeoNet (\(E_G\)), StyleNet (\(E_S\)), and Generator (\(G\)) with the proposed loss terms. After the training/fine-tuning is done, the user then selects an example line drawing \(I_k\) from the NPR dataset to initialize the animation. We obtain the latent code \(z_{a_k} = E_G(I_k, M_a)\) and generate the line drawing animation for the whole sequence with \(I_k = G(E_G(M_k); z_{a_k})\), where \(k\) is the frame ID. Meanwhile, we add \(z_{a_k}\) at frame \(a\) to our keyframe set. The user may view the animation and decide which frames need to be modified. The user may select another keyframe \(b\) and create a line drawing \(I_b\). We embed \(I_b\) into our latent space with the optimization framework to obtain \(z_{a_b}\) accordingly. \(z_{a_b}\) at frame \(b\) will be added into our keyframe set, after which we update the animation sequence with linear interpolation/extrapolation of \(z\) in the keyframe set. A keyframe can also be deleted and the animation will be updated similarly.

We invited five users with different levels of drawing expertise to test our prototype system. We show a typical case on Lilly in Figure 5. We observe that usually our system offers a plausible line drawing animation that matches users’ intention after they select about 3% out of all frames as keyframes and create line drawings for these keyframes. The users recognize the value of our system as they no longer need to draw every single frame to create an animation. They also appreciate the intuitive control and interactivity that our system provides in contrast to other hard-to-edit results.
Figure 4: Generalization to unseen scenarios. Our trained model can be adapted to a different scenario after a few iterations of fine-tuning. Here we show a model trained on Mouse and tested on Lilly, as well as one trained on Lilly and tested on Mouse. Since our networks learn non-local features for drawing interpolation, directly applying the pre-trained models (∼48 hours) without fine-tuning generates artifacts (1st row). The performance improves rapidly after a few iterations (∼7 to 15 minutes) of fine-tuning (2nd and 3rd rows). We report the $L_1 + VGG$ error between each entry and the corresponding frame generated by the model trained on the target dataset (4th row).

Figure 5: An interactive pipeline for line drawing animation synthesis. Starting from the given 3D animation a), the user first selects a keyframe (frame 18) and creates a line drawing (highlighted in red box). Our method automatically propagates its style to the rest of the animation b). The user can iteratively add new keyframes (frame 84 in c), frame 54 in d), and frame 30 in e)) and edit line drawings at the keyframes. Our method smoothly blends the style between the keyframes. The user can also delete a keyframe (frame 18 in e)). Our system offers smooth interpolation between input line drawings at the keyframes and automatically updates the drawing animation after each edit.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a method for interactive line drawing synthesis from animated 3D models by learning a latent style representation disentangled from the underlying geometry. Our approach efficiently learns a meaningful latent style space and results in a powerful line drawing generator, which can create clean drawings at a single frame and also interpolate the line drawings naturally along an animation sequence. This plays a critical role in establishing a prototype system that supports interactive authoring of line drawing animation. Our workflow worked well on various test cases and received positive feedback from our users.

In the future, we will extend our method to deal with more diverse stroke appearances and take hatching into consideration. Collecting line drawings for a data-driven based approach is always challenging, so we used a synthetic dataset in this work. Adopting more synthesis techniques may increase the diversity of our dataset, which can help reduce its gap to real human input. Since strokes are culturally along an animation sequence. This plays a critical role in establishing a prototype system that supports interactive authoring of line drawing animation. Our workflow worked well on various test cases and received positive feedback from our users.
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1. Overview

In the supplementary material, we describe the details of input drawing embedding at run time, dataset preparation, network architecture, and training strategy. We provide a systematic evaluation with various test cases and show that our approach learns a powerful latent style space for effective line drawing animation synthesis given different types of user input. We then validate our system design choices via ablation studies.

2. Input Drawing Embedding

At run time, we allow the user to create a line drawing at a keyframe in the animation. We need to obtain a style code from the input drawing that can faithfully reconstruct itself via our generator. The source of the input drawing can be 1) a NPR rendering of the keyframe with a set of user-specified parameters; 2) manual editing based on 1), e.g., removing or adding strokes; and 3) drawing from scratch over a reference image of the underlying geometry. Due to the huge space of drawing variation and limited capacity of NPR drawing generation, our StyleNet ($E_S$) only works well with input from 1). To enable an interactive editing workflow with full user control, during test time, we adopt an optimization-based approach to embed an input drawing $I_a$ at keyframe $a$ into the latent style space. Specifically, we compute geometry feature $g$ when a keyframe is selected. We freeze the weights of our generator $G$ and optimize a latent code $z^*$ so that the generated image, $I'_a = G(g; z^*)$, is similar to the input drawing. Since the gradient of our binary drawing can be unstable for optimization, we adopt a pyramid structure with different levels of blurring, i.e.,

$$z^* = \arg\min_{z} \sum_{k=1,3,3,65} \left\| GauSm_k(I_a) - GauSm_k(I'_a) \right\|_1,$$

where $k$ is the kernel size of the Gaussian smoothing operator in pixels.

3. Implementation Details

3.1. Training Data

We evaluate our approach on five animation sequences: Mouse [ZZCB21] (480 frames), Lilly [3DP22] (1,200 frames), Human [Ado22] (3,000 frames), Michelle [Ado22] (200 frames), and Vegas [Ado22] (123 frames). For Human, we use the first 2,000 frames for network training and the rest of the sequence is only used for generalization test on unseen frames. For each scenario, we use NPR [DFRS03] to build a synthetic dataset for network training. For each frame, we use three NPR methods, i.e., suggestive contours, ridges and valleys, and apparent ridges, and sample four thresholds for each. We combine outputs from these methods and generate 64 ($4 \times 4 \times 4$) NPR line drawings for each frame and 4 additional Canny edge maps [Can86] generated with different thresholds. For each frame, it takes about 15 seconds on average to generate all 68 line drawings with a resolution of $W,H = 512,512$. We apply commonly used techniques for 2D data augmentation, including translation, rotation, scaling, and flipping. We show samples training data for Human in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows an example of the input channels that represent the underlying geometry at each frame with a set of geometric properties.
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We collect line drawings from three sources to evaluate our system.

1. Similar to the synthetic dataset generation pipeline, we gener-
ate unseen NPR line drawings for selected frames from the an-
imation sequence with random sampled NPR parameters. We
denote these drawings as NPR.

2. We allow users to edit an NPR line drawing by adding new
strokes or erase existing ones. We build a user interface for
this purpose as shown in Figure 3. It allows users to select a
frame and load an NPR line drawing from the training set or
from NPR. We show a shading image of the geometry at the se-
lected frame in the background with adjustable opacity. Users
can draw and erase strokes on the left canvas. We denote these
drawings as NPR w/ edits.

3. More experienced users can directly create line drawings from
scratch by looking at the reference shading image. We denote
these drawings as Freehand.

Our GeoNet, \( E_G \), is a neural feature extractor built with con-
volutional layers followed by Parametric Rectifying Linear Unit
(PReLU) activation \([HZRS15]\) and batch normalization. Starting
from the multi-channel geometric signal map \( M_\alpha \in \mathbb{R}^{512 \times 512 \times 6} \), our network gradually decreases the dimension of the output to 256, 128, 64, and 32, while increases the number of channels gradually
to 32, 64, 256, and 512 after each layer. This results in a 2D geo-
metric feature, \( g \in \mathbb{R}^{32 \times 32 \times 512} \). Our StyleNet, \( E_s \), adopts a simi-
lar architecture but maps the input line drawing \( I_0 \in \mathbb{R}^{512 \times 512 \times 1} \)
into a 1D style code, \( z \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times 1 \times 2048} \) with five more layers. The architecture of our generator, \( G \), follows StyleGAN2 \([KLA^*20]\) including bilinear upsampling, equalized learning rate, noise in-
jection at every layer, variance adjustment of residual blocks and
leaky ReLU. The final output of this pipeline is a line drawing image
\( I_0 \in \mathbb{R}^{512 \times 512 \times 1} \). We trained our network with a learning rate
of 0.02 using four NVIDIA V100 GPUs with a batch size of 4. It
takes about 48 hours on average to converge in our experiments.

During the drawing embedding step, we implement the opti-
mization using the optim package from PyTorch \([Fac20]\). We
choose LBFGS algorithm \([LN89]\) as our optimizer with a learn-
ing rate of 0.1. The optimization takes place on a single NVIDIA
V100 GPU for 100 steps for all the cases discussed in this paper.
This optimization takes about 30 seconds for 50 steps on average.

4. Evaluation

We evaluate our system with respect to line drawing synthesis, style
interpolation, latent code embedding, and interactive editing. Ex-
periments show that our approach outperforms vanilla style trans-
fer and style interpolation baselines. Our approach produces plau-
sible output that follows the properties of user input and transitions
naturally in the animation. Although our network is trained in a
case-specific manner, we show that it is easy to generalize to new
cases with quick finetuning. Users of our system think the synthe-
sized line drawings are consistent with their style and are useful for
efficient and controllable animation authoring.

Latent style space embedding. We first evaluate the latent space
embedding for a given line drawing. As discussed in the paper, the
style code directly predicted from an input drawing may not be
accurate enough for an edited NPR drawing or one drawn from
scratch. In Figure 4, we see that the drawing generated from the
learned latent style code \( z \) is similar to the target input in general
but missing quite some details especially for NPR w/ edits and Free-
hard cases. With latent code optimization, the generated drawing
can recover strokes missing from the initial projection. Our pyra-
mid strategy facilitates gradient propagation and leads to better re-
construction compared to the one without the pyramid as shown by
the \( L_1 + \text{VGG} \) error. In case b), the pyramid strategy helps recover
strokes that are missing in the optimization without the pyramid.

Disentanglement between style and geometry. Since we cast
the style as an intrinsic property that depicts the relationship be-
tween stroke placement and geometric features, same drawing style
at different frames in a sequence should be mapped to the same
place in the latent style space. In other words, no matter which
frame the style is learned from, the latent style code should all
produce the same drawing for the target frame. Our NPR dataset
provides consistent style across frames in a sequence. In Figure 5,
given a target line drawing \( I_b \) at a certain frame \( a \), we randomly
pick two other frames \( b \) and \( c \) from the same sequence. The cor-
responding drawings with the same style are denoted as \( I_b \) and \( I_c \).
We show the style code extracted from \( I_b \) and \( I_c \) can be used to
faithfully reconstruct the target drawing \( I_a \).

Style interpolation. Our latent style space is learned from a set
of separated NPR line drawings. The dataset itself cannot provide
supervision on smooth style transition due to the nature that some
NPR parameters are not interpolatable. Instead, our interpolation
loss and strokeness loss provide self-supervision for this purpose.
Here, we evaluate the performance of our method on interpolating
between two projected latent style codes. Starting from style in-
terpolation at a fixed frame, we learn the geometric features \( g \) and
keep it unchanged during the interpolation. We embed the source

Figure 3: User interface for drawing editing and interactive ani-
maton authoring. It allows the user to load an NPR line drawing,
edit an existing drawing, or draw from scratch. We show a shading
image of the geometry at the target frame in the background with
adjustable opacity as a reference. In the animation mode, user can
play the sequence, add, edit, and delete keyframes.
Figure 4: Evaluation of latent style code embedding. We test our style embedding approach on different types of line drawings, i.e., NPR, NPR w/ edits, and Freehand. We show generated drawings from 1) learned latent style code $z$, 2) optimized $z$ without the pyramid strategy, and 3) optimized $z$ with the pyramid strategy (ours). Our approach achieves best reconstruction from the latent embedding. Red arrows highlight challenging areas. Ours achieves the lowest $L_1 + $ VGG error as shown by the values below each entry.

Figure 5: Disentanglement between geometry and style. For each target drawing (1st col.), we learn the latent style code $z$ from one rendered with the same NPR parameters but at a different frame (2nd and 4th cols.). The drawing reconstruction from the learned style codes is almost identical at the target frame (3rd and 5th cols.) and target line drawings into latent space to obtain the corresponding latent style codes $z_{source}$ and $z_{target}$. We perform linear interpolation between $z_{source}$ and $z_{target}$ to generate the transitioning line drawings accordingly, as shown in Figure 6.

An alternative baseline method for this task is to adopt a vanilla StyleGAN [KLA+20]. In the even rows of Figure 6, we train a vanilla StyleGAN with the same NPR dataset and perform the drawing embedding with our pyramid-based optimization. Instead of performing interpolation in the style space, we directly perform interpolation in the $W$ space for the vanilla StyleGAN to generate corresponding output. The optimization-based embedding performs reasonable for reconstructing target drawings in the $W$ space [KLA+20]. However, without an explicit disentanglement of style and geometry, the interpolation results using the vanilla StyleGAN have heavy artifacts.

In this experiment, we test line drawings from NPR, NPR w/ edits, and Freehand. We show that our method learns a robust latent style space for all the three types of drawings. In Table 1, we report the sparsity loss, interpolation loss, and the strokeness loss along the interpolated sequence. We show our method outperforms the baseline approach on style interpolation.

Table 1: Statistics of style interpolation on static frame in Figure 6. We calculate sparsity loss, interpolation loss, and the strokeness loss along the interpolated sequence. We show our method outperforms the baseline approach on style interpolation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lilly</th>
<th>Mouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_{sparsity}$</td>
<td>$L_{interp}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPR</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPR w/ edits</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freehand</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, we elaborate on the experiment setup for an animation sequence rather than a static frame. The geometric features $g$ are
Figure 6: Style interpolation at a static frame. For each case, the source line drawing (1st or 6th column) and the target (5th or 10th column) are given and embedded into the style space. Linearly interpolated style codes are used to generate transitioning line drawings (2nd-4th or 7th-9th columns). We compare our approach (odd rows) with a baseline method (even rows), vanilla StyleGAN trained with the same dataset. Our approach outperforms the baseline method due to geometry/style disentanglement and drawing-specific supervision during training.

Figure 7: Style interpolation between dynamic frames. We evaluate our system on animation sequences with dynamic frames using the same experiment setup from Figure 6.
Figure 8: t-SNE visualization of style interpolation between dynamic frames. For the Lilly dataset, we calculate the VGG features for 10k randomly sampled NPR line drawings in the training dataset and embed them into a 2D space via t-SNE [VdMH08]. We then calculate the VGG features for each frame in the three clips shown in Figure 7. We visualize the three sequences (NPR: red, NPR w/ edits: green, Freehand: blue) with the same 2D embedding. The trajectories indicate that the predicted style interpolation between frames is perceptually smooth and generalized well to unseen styles (NPR w/ edits and Freehand).

We adopt the same style interpolation setup to evaluate the effect of latent space dimension. We train the same network but reduce the dimension of the latent style space from 2048 to 1024 to 512. After training with the same number of epochs, we compare their style interpolation performance in Figure 10. We observe that the quality of line drawing synthesis is improved along with the increase of the latent space dimension, where the model size and training time for each epoch are increased as well. Therefore, our choice of a 2048-dimensional latent style space is a reasonable tradeoff between training efficiency and network performance.

5. Ablation Study

We use an ablation study to validate our design choices. Starting from a source edited NPR line drawing, we perform style interpolation on a static frame towards a target edited NPR line drawing. Figure 9 shows the effect of the loss terms used in network training. We see that the three losses proposed to self-supervise drawing interpolation, i.e., sparsity loss, interpolation loss, and strokeness loss, are functioning as expected as the toy examples discussed in the paper. We observe a smoother transition from the source to the target in our full pipeline. We also observe that those losses provide supervision over the gaps between samples in the NPR dataset, which helps the method generalize to unseen input line drawings.
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**Figure 9:** Ablation study of loss terms. Given the same source and target line drawings, we first embed the drawings to obtain their latent style codes. We linearly interpolated the style codes to generate the in-between drawings. From top to bottom, we first show our method (a), and gradually remove strokeness loss (b), interpolation loss (c), and sparsity loss (d). Reconstruction error is reported for the embedding of source and target drawings. Red arrows highlight the artifacts in the interpolation. We show that, with all the loss terms, our approach performs the best for style interpolation and reconstruction of unseen input line drawings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source embedding</th>
<th>Interpolation sequence</th>
<th>Target embedding</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Ours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Strokes removed from (a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Linear removed from (b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Strokes removed from (c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10:** Ablation study of latent space dimension. We train the same network with a latent space dimension gradually decreasing from 2048 to 1024 to 512. With an experiment setup similar to Figure 9, we show that a 2048-dimensional latent space (ours) is more capable of learning diverse drawing styles. Decreasing latent space dimension worsens the performance in drawing embedding and style interpolation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source embedding</th>
<th>Interpolation sequence</th>
<th>Target embedding</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) dim(x) = 2048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) dim(x) = 1024</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) dim(x) = 512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>